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Abstract 
Coffman, E.G. Jr., L. Flatto, B. Poonen and P.E. Wright, The processor minimization problem with 
independent waiting-time constraints, Theoretical Computer Science 125 (1994) 3-16. 
This paper studies a dual of classical stochastic scheduling of parallel processor systems. The given 
data are n jobs with running times T,, , T, and waiting-time constraints W,, , W,; these 
sequences are independent and each consists of i.i.d. random variables. Although the Ti and Cr: are 
not known in advance, they are known to be samples from exponential distributions with given 
parameters. Scheduling policies are nonpreemptive and have the option, for each i, of making the ith 
job wait during [0, W,). However, by the random deadline w, the ith job must be assigned to 
a processor, if it is still waiting. In this paper, we find a policy that minimizes the expected number of 
processors used, among all policies of the above type. We also estimate the expected number of 
processors used under this policy. There appears to be no simple, exact formula for this quantity, so 
we turn to an asymptotic analysis based on a continuous approximation. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose n jobs with running times T1, . . . , T, are to be scheduled nonpreemptively 
on a set of identical processors. The Ti’S are not known in advance, but they are 
known to be independent samples of an exponentially distributed random variable T. 
In addition, the jobs have waiting time bounds W,, . . . , W,, also not known in 
advance, but known to be independent samples of a random variable W, with an 
exponential distribution. WI, . , W, are also independent of T1, . . . , T,,. For conveni- 
ence, take the mean of T as the time unit, so that Pr{ T>x} =eex, x 30. Let p> 0 be 
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the rate parameter for W, i.e. Pr { W> x} = eeyx, x > 0. During the interval [0, Wi), for 
each i, the scheduling policy has the option of making the ith job wait. However, by 
the random deadline I+$, the ith job must be assigned to a processor if it is still waiting. 
One may think of n exponential timers, initialized at time 0; when the ith timer 
expires, the ith job must be assigned to a processor if it is still waiting. Under these 
waiting-time constraints, the problem is (i) to find a scheduling policy that minimizes 
the expected number of processors used in finishing all jobs, and (ii) to compute E,, 
the expected number of processors used under an optimal policy. 
This problem extends the original in [l], where only a single exponential timer 
limits the waiting times of all jobs simultaneously. The variant in which all running 
times are constant is studied in [2]. The practical motivations behind these processor 
minimization problems stem from their being duals of classical makespan minimiz- 
ation problems (e.g. see [3-61). For further discussion, see [1,2]. 
Determining optimal policies for the problem of this paper turns out to be relatively 
easy, as shown in Section 2. On the other hand, the calculation of E, seems much more 
difficult. Indeed, explicit, easily interpreted formulas seem out of reach. Thus, the 
remaining three sections investigate asymptotics via a continuous approximation. 
Section 3 formulates and solves a partial differential equation whose solution gives 
an approximation for E,. Section 4 then estimates the error in the approximation. 
Section 5 shows how to extend this approximation to a complete asymptotic series for 
E,, and calculates the first two terms in the series. 
2. Optimal policies 
We limit our discussion to the class of policies satisfying the following restrictions: 
(1) Each policy decides whether or not to assign waiting jobs only at time 0 and at 
those times when a processor finishes a job or a waiting time expires. 
(2) Each policy always places a waiting job, if any, on a machine that has just 
finished a job. In other words, once a processor has been put into use, it is used 
continuously so long as waiting jobs remain. 
The above restrictions entail no loss of generality, as there always exists an optimal 
policy that satisfies them. This fact follows readily from the assumption that the Tt’S 
and Wi’S have exponential distributions; the details of a formal argument are left to the 
interested reader. Analogous observations are made in [l]. Jobs are stochastically 
identical, so waiting jobs can be selected for assignment in any order. 
By properties (1) and (2) and the exponential assumptions, a state at decision 
points can be defined as a pair (m, k), m, k 20, where m is the number of waiting jobs, 
and k is the number of processors already used. Let E(m, k) be the expected number 
of processors used under an optimal policy starting in state (m, k). Then 
E, = E(n, 0). 
Let OPT denote the policy that assigns exactly one job at time 0; thereafter, OPT 
assigns waiting jobs to new, as yet unused processors only at those times t when, for 
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some i, t = Wi and the ith job is still waiting. In this case, the ith job is assigned to a new 
processor. 
Theorem 2.1. OPT is an optimal policy, i.e. the expected number of processors used 
under OPT is given by E,. 
Proof. E(m, k) satisfies the Bellman equation 
E(m,k)=min E(m-l,k+l), zE(m-l,k+l) 
mp+k 
k 
+ -E(m-l,k) 
m,u+k 
m>l, kk0, (2.1) 
with E(0, k) = k, k 2 0. To explain (2. l), one argues as follows. Without loss of general- 
ity, consider only the almost-sure event in which all Wi’s and job finishing times are 
distinct. Let the system be in state (m, k), m 3 1. There are two alternatives: 
(i) assign a waiting job to a new processor and enter the state (m- 1, k + l), or 
(ii) make no new assignments until either a processor finishes a job or a waiting job 
demands a processor because its timer expired. If the former event occurs first, which 
happens with probability k/(mp+ k), then the processor that just finished a job is 
replenished by another, and the system enters the state (m- 1, k). If the latter event 
occurs first, which happens with probability mp/(mp + k), then the job whose timer 
expired is assigned a new processor, and the new state is (m - 1, k + 1). 
Minimizing over alternatives (i) and (ii) yields (2.1). 
For a given m, E(m, k) is strictly increasing in k. This is intuitive. A formal proof, 
which we omit, can be obtained from (2.1) by induction on m. Thus, for m> 1, the 
difference between the terms on the right-hand side of (2.1) satisfies 
E(m-l,k+l)- *E(m-l,k+l)+ 
k 
mp+k 
~ E(m- 1, k) 
mp+k 1 
=&CE(m--l,k+l)-E(m-l,k)]>O, k>O. 
Thus, of the two terms inside the braces in (2.1), the second is smaller when k>O, 
so (2.1) simplifies to 
m=O, k>O, 
k (2.2) 
-E(m-l,k+l)+- 
mp+k 
E(m-l,k), m>l, k>O. 
But (2.2) describes OPT, which assigns waiting jobs at times t > 0 only when timers 
expire or jobs complete. 0 
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Equation (2.2) is useful for computations that generate the sequences E(m,O), 
E(m, l), . . . ,E(m,n-m) for m=O,l,..., II, starting with the basis E(O,O)= 0, 
E(O,l)= 1, . . . , E(0, n) = n, and ending with E(n, 0). An explicit formula for E(n, 0) seems 
difficult to find. For example, generating functions provide a natural approach, but 
standard manipulations convert (2.2) to the following partial differential equation 
(PDE) for G=G(x,~)=C,,,,~~,, E(m,k)x”yk, 
ac x l+y x 
-+(y-~y)~-~G=~--); 
which seems intractable. In any case, an exact formula seems unlikely to show the 
dependence of E, on n in terms of elementary functions. Thus, the remainder of the 
paper turns to an asymptotic analysis that yields such formulas. 
3. A continuous approximation 
The asymptotics for E, derived in the next section are based on the continuous 
approximation worked out in this section. We attempt to approximate E(m, k) by 
a smooth function H(m, k) which satisfies the PDE obtained by expanding 
E(m- 1, k + 1) and E(m- 1, k) in (2.2) in first-order Taylor series at (m, k), namely 
Here we have replaced the discrete variables m, k by the continuous ones x, y. H and 
its partial derivatives H,, H, are evaluated at (x, y). Simplifying and using the bound- 
ary condition E(0, k) = k gives the system 
H(O,y)=y, Y>O, 
(3.1) 
H,-L H,=O, x,y>O, (x,y)#(O,O). 
w+Y 
We solve (3.1) by the method of characteristics. In this case, we have as characteristics 
the curves x=x(y) satisfying 
dx cLx+y 
dy= -I.lx. 
(3.2) 
Along characteristics, (3.1) and (3.2) give 
dH t3H dx aH 
-=--++-_O, 
dy ax dy ay 
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which shows that H(x, y) is constant along characteristics. To solve (3.2), let u=x/y 
so that 
dx dv -_=-&I Px+Y -=zI+ydj=- ox 
dy P”’ 
(3.3) 
With o, 06 v< co, as the independent variable, y=y(v) becomes the equation of the 
characteristics. From (3.3), 
dy -P 
du=/Lvz+/N+l 
y, Odv<co, 
so that 
[S 
” 
Y = Y (0) exp - ” dt 
0 pt2+pt+ 1 1 
) 0~u<cn. 
Since H = H(0, y(0)) = y(0) along characteristics, (3.4) gives the solution 
ff(x,y)=yexp ” dt 
1 @+jLt+l ’ 
x30, y>o. 
H(x, 0) is obtained from (3.6) by letting u=x/y-+co. Thus, 
H(x, 0) = lim t exp @ dt 
v-30 /L?+pt+ 1 1 
Pr 
pP+pt+ 1 
dt-lnv . )I 
To evaluate the limit in (3.6) write 
Pt 1 1 
~t2+~t+l=t-(t+l)(~t2+I*t+l)~ 
Then 
s ” 0 pt2+pt+ 1 dt-lnv= s o(t+l)(,lrd:+rl+l)+fn? 
But lim,,, ln(v+ l)/u=O, so we conclude from (3.6) and (3.7) that 
H(x, 0) = CIX, x 3 0, 
where 
[S 
m 
a=c&)=exp - 
dt 
0 (t+l)(#+@+l) 1 .
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
The integrals in (3.5) and (3.9) can be obtained in closed form. The form of the result 
depends on the sign of p-4. 
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Case 1: p >4. In this case, the roots of pt’ + pt + 1 are distinct and negative. 
Let -t 1, -ttzdenote theroots, where t,>t,>O.Then t,,t,=1+iJm. Write 
Pt t2/@2-h) t1l(t2-t1) 
pt2+pt+1= t+t, - t+t1 ’ 
integrate, and substitute into (3.5) to obtain 
and hence 
r:’ ll@z-t1) 
G)=H(l,O)= s 
0 
Using t2-tl=da, tlt2=1/p, (3.11) becomes 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Case 2: p = 4: In this case, pt2 + pt + 1 has a double root t = - l/2. Write 
w 1 l/2 =-- 
@2+pt+l t+1/2 (t+l/2)“’ 
integrate, and substitute into (3.5) to obtain 
H(~,y)=(y+2x)e-~“‘@+~~) (3.13) 
and hence 
~c(p)=2/e. (3.14) 
Case 3: p < 4: In this final case, the roots of pt2 + pt + 1 = 0 are complex conjugates. 
In (3.5), use 
Pt t+1/2 l/2 
~t’+~t+1=t~+t+1/~-(t+1/2)2+(1/~-1/4)~ 
then integrate and obtain 
H(x,y)=Jy2+~xy+~x2exp[ -Earctan(xe)], (3.15) 
where arctan t is chosen in [0,7c/2] for t > 0. Then 
M=&exp - 
[ 
arctane 1 JqS (3.16) 
The next section estimates the error in approximating E, = E(n,O) by H(n,O), with 
H(x,y) given by (3.8),(3.10),(3.13) and (3.15). 
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Remarks (1) Intuitively, as p increases from 0 to co, one expects CC(~) 
continuously from 0 to 1. To prove this from (3.9), one must show that 
to increase 
s cc z(P)= dt 0 (t+l)(,Ut2+@+1) 
is decreasing in p, with lim,,,Z(p)= cc and lim,,, Z(p)=O. However, it is easy to 
see that these properties of Z(p) hold because the integrand J(p, t)= 
[(t + 1) (pt’ + ,ut + l)] - ’ has the properties: (i)f(p, t) is positive, (ii)_/‘& t) is decreasing 
in p, and (iii) lim,+, f(p, t) = l/(t + l), lim,,, f(,u, t)=O. (Note that (iii) requires an 
interchange of limits and integration, which is permissible when (i) and (ii) hold.) 
(2) Observe that formula (3.5) gives H(x, y) for x30, y>O. The following formula 
applies when x > 0, y 3 0: 
H(x, Y) = 44~ exp (3.17) 
To prove (3.17), use the equation dy/dx = -px/(px + y), let w = y/x and repeat the 
reasoning leading to (3.5) with w replacing u. 
4. The approximation is good 
This section shows that H(m, k) approximates E(m,k) to within a constant. We 
begin with three lemmas, the first showing the existence of derivatives. As will be seen, 
a singularity at (0,O) will be a source of difficulty. 
Lemma 4.1. H(x, y) is analytic in a neighborhood of ((x, y): x, y20)\( (0,O)) 
Proof. This result follows from (3.5) and (3.17). q 
Below, we extend the subscript notation to higher order derivatives, i.e. H,, denotes 
a2Hia.2, etc. 
Lemma 4.2. IfLxI,IfLYI,IHYYI are WMX+Y)) on +,Y): x,YLO}\{W)}. 
Proof. Formulas (3.5), (3.17) show that H(Ax, Ay)= AH(x, y), i.e. H is homogeneous of 
degree 1. Differentiating this relation twice with respect to x gives 
H&x, 2~) = lb- ’ Hxx(x, Y), 
i.e. H,, is homogeneous of degree - 1. Put ;1= l/(x + y), write 
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and note that (x/(x + y), y/(x +y)) is on the line segment x+ y= 1. Hence, 
C= max lH,,(x,~)l. (4.1) 
The results for Hxy, H,, follow 
Lemma 4.3. For m> 1, k>O 
H(m, k)- EH(m- 
mp+k 
x+y= 1 
similarly. 0 
l,k+ l)+ -&H(Mk)j=O(-&). (4.2) 
Proof. We may assume that m + k > 2. Replace k, m by x, y where x B 1, y ~0, and 
x + y 2 2. Let so = 0, s1 = 1. By Taylor’s expansion, 
H(x-l,Y+Ei)=H(X,Y)-H,(x,Y)+EiHy(X,Y) 
+&[Hxx + 2H.q + Hyyl(x-Qi, Y+ diG)j (4.3) 
for some 0 < 8i f 1, i = 0,l. By Lemma 4.2, 
k CH,,+2H,,+H,,I(x_ei,y+ei&i)=O x+y+~-(c,_-l) . 
I I 
Since X+y+Bi(Ei-1)3x+y-131, we may remove the term ei(si-1) inside the 
big-oh term. Lemma 4.3 then follows from (3.1),(4.3) and (4.4). 0 
Theorem 4.4. E(m, k)= H(m, k)+O(l). 
Proof. Let D(m, k) = ) E(m, k) - H(m, k) I. We prove the theorem by establishing the 
sharper result, 
D(m, k)<Cm 
m+k’ 
for m+k>O. 
Here C = 2( 1 + pL- ’ )c, where c > 0 is chosen so that the term 0( l/(m + k)) appearing in 
Lemma 4.2 is in absolute value at most c/(m + k). 
For m=O, (4.5) follows from 
D(O,k)=[E(O,k)-H(O,k)I=Jk-kI=O, k>O. 
Suppose that m> 1 and that (4.5) holds for m- 1. From (2.2), (4.2) we have for ma 1, 
ka0. 
E(m,k)-H(m,k)=- m~~k[E(m-l,k+l)-H(m-l,k+l)] 
+ &[E(m-l,k)-H(m-l,k)]+O (4.6) 
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D(m, k)< mp 
k 
-D(m- l,k+ l)+p 
mp+k mn+k 
D(m-l,k)+&, m31, k30. 
(4.7) 
We conclude from (4.7) that D(l, k)dc/(k+ 1). Hence (4.5) also holds for m= 1, so 
assume m 3 2, k 3 0. From (4.5), (4.7) 
D(m, k),<-- ~ 
m,u C(m-1)+ 
mn+k m+k 
k C(m-l)+ c 
mn+km+k-1 m+k 
m,u Cm-C k 
=p 
my+k m+k 
Ck 
I 
C 
(m+k)(m+k-1) +m+k 
- (4.8) 
Cm mp C k Ck c 
=m+k 
-~ __~. 
my+km+k mp+k (m+k)(m+k-l)+m+k’ 
If k<m,u, then mv/(mp + k)> l/2. We conclude from (4.8) 
Cm mp C c Cm c-C/2 Cm 
D(m,k),<P-----.- ---<P++ __ 
m+k mp+k m+k+m+klm+k m+k 
d 
m+k’ (4.9) 
If k>mp, then k/(m,u + k) 3 l/2 and k/(k + m - 1)3~/(1 +,u). We conclude from (4.8) 
that 
Cm k 
D(m, k)<--- 
Ck C 
m+k m,u+k (m+k)(m+k-l)+m+k 
Cm 
GF 
m+k 
+c-C/2(1 +p_l)QCN2 
m+k m+k’ 
(4.10) 
Then (4.5) follows from (4.9), (4.10). 0 
The following corollary is immediate and estimates the required number of 
processors. 
Corollary 4.5. We have E(m, k) = H(m, k) + O(l), and in particular, 
E,=E(n,O)=cr(~)n+O(l), 
with a(p) given by (3.12),(3.14) and (3.16). 
5. Asymptotic series for E(m, k) 
By proving that E, has an asymptotic series of the form 
+)n+P(n)+y(&-‘+..., 
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this section gives a formal method for improving on Corollary 4.5. In fact, we prove 
the existence of an asymptotic series of the form 
E(m,k)=Z_I(s)r+ZO(s)+Z,(s)r-l+~~~, (5.1) 
which holds uniformly for s~[0, l] as Y-+ co, where r = m + k, s = m/(m + k). The idea is 
to substitute (5.1) into the recursion (2.2), expand in a pth order Taylor series, and to 
equate coefficients of rj for each j to solve for the functions Zj(s). 
Theorem 5.1. Let r=x +y, s=x/(x +y), with x, ~20, (x, y)#(O,O). There exists a 
sequence offunctions Z,(s), n3 - 1, analytic on [O, 11, such that for every integer 
p > - 1, the function F,(x, y) = xi= _ 1 Z,(s)r-” satisfies 
F,(O,y)=y, y>O (5.2) 
F,(x,Y)-E 
Px+Y 
FP(x-l,y+l)-~FP(x-l,Y) 
P+Y 
=O(r-p-2), x3 1, r-+co. (5.3) 
The Z,‘s are determined by the initial conditions Z - I (0) = 1, Z,,(O) = 0, 0 < n < p, and the 
recursive evaluation of the system A,(s) = 0, 0 d n < p + 1, given by 
A,(s)=Z,(s)- ns ~ c (- l)tZ”,(s) 
/~s+l-s 1 k! J 
l-s 
-/Ls+1-s 12 
q ( > -jl- k (s - qy’($, -l<ndp+l, (5.4) 
where I,+ 1 is interpreted to be 0, and Z?‘(s) denotes the kth derivative of Zj(s). The sum 
x1 extends over the integers j, k satisfying j + 1, k 3 0, j+ k = n, and the sum x2 extends 
over the integers j, k, 1 satisfying j+ 1, k, 120, j + k + l= n. 
Proof. If x = 0 then s = 0 and r = y. Hence, F,(O, y) = XI= I Z.(O)y -” = y, so (5.2) holds. 
Inverting the equations r=x+y, s=x/(x+y), we get x=rs, y= r(l -s). Under the 
change of variables (x, y)--+(r, s), we have (x- 1, y+ l)-+(r, s- l/r) and (x- 1, y)+ 
(r- l,s+(s- l)/(r- 1)). Thus, 
Expanding the sum into a finite Taylor expansion, we obtain after routine computa- 
tions, Ci=“l An(s)r-“+O(r-P-2), with A,(s) given by (5.4). Setting A,(s)=O, 
- 1 <n,<p+ 1, we get (5.3) as desired. 
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It remains to show that the system of differential equations A,(s) = 0, - 16 12 <p + 1, 
together with the initial conditions for the Z,‘s determines Z_,,ZO, . . . , I, as analytic 
functions on [0, 11. For j= n in (5.4) we have k=O, so none of the derivatives of I, 
appears in A,. In addition, the coefficient of I, is 
l- ps l-s 
/Ls+l-s-/Ls+l-s 
=o, 
so A, involves only Z- 1, . . . , I,_ 1 and their derivatives. In particular, A_ 1 is identic- 
ally 0. A, may be expressed as 
/As+(l-$2 
,Ds+(l -s) 
r;_, -(n- l)(l -s)Z,_1 
plus terms involving I_ 1, . . . , I, - 2 and their derivatives. By inspection the coefficient 
of ZA _ 1 does not vanish for any s in [0, 11. Hence the differential equations ,4,,(s) = 0, 
0 d n dp + 1, together with the initial conditions for the Z,‘s can be solved recursively 
to produce functions I_ 1, . . . , I, that will be analytic on [0, 11. Cl 
To illustrate the procedure, we solve the differential equations for I- 1, IO. The 
equations A,(s) = 0, A 1 (s) = 0 give 
I’ 1 (s) = 
s-l 
ps+(I -s)2 
Z-l(S), 
Z&(s)=- 1 ps+(I -s)3 Z” (s) 
2/0+(1-.s)2 l 
(5.5) 
Coupled with the initial conditions, I_ 1(O)= 1, Z,,(O)= 1, the system (5.5) has the 
solution 
Z_,(s)=exp dt , 1 
lo(s) = J s pt+(l-ty o 2[pt+(l-@] z’L1(t)dt. 
It can be easily shown that rZ _ 1(s) is identical to H(x, y), the function introduced 
in Section 3. 
The next result bounds the error in estimating E(m, k) by the function F,(m, k) as 
defined in Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.2. 
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Proof. The argument is similar to the one used in Theorem 4.4, but details differ. 
As l/(m + k) P+2=0(1/(m+~k)P+2) for any /2>0, we conclude from Theorem 5.1 that, 
for some c=c(A)>O, 
Fp(m, k) - 5 
mp+k 
F,(m-l,k+l)-p k F,(m- 1,k) 
m,u+k 
Let D(m,k)=)E(m,k)-F,(m,k)l. Then by (2.2),(5.6), 
D(m,k)d mS’ 
k 
-D(m-l,k+l)+p 
mp+k mp+k 
D(m- 1, k) 
+(m+ik)P+2, m>l, k30. 
We now prove that there exists a %> 1 such that 
2cm 
Dh46(m+ik)P+2, (m,k)#(O,O), 
(54 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
a result sharper than that of the theorem. 
We prove (5.8) by induction on m. We have D(0, k)=O, k>O, so by (5.7), 
D(l,k)dc/(l +Ak) p+2 k>O. Thus, (5.8) holds for m=O, 1. Assume that m32 and that 
(5.8) holds for m - 1. dividing (5.7) by 2cm/(m + Ak)p+2, we get 
Dhk) mp 
2cm/(m+%k)P’2’mp+k 
m+Ak Pf2 
m+/lk+A-1 
(5.9) 
Let z=l/(m-lflk), so O<z<l. Since (1 +z)~+~ is convex in z>,O, we have 
(1 +z)~< 1 +(2p- l)z, O<zb 1. We conclude from (5.9) that 
D(m, k) 
2cm/(m + IZk)P+2d 
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Finally, choose 2 = 2 [(2p - l)/,u] + 1 and obtain 
D(m, k) 
2cm/(m + Ak)p’2 
6. Final remarks 
We leave as an open problem the natural generalization of our model to a system in 
which the waiting time parameters Wi are independent exponentials, but with para- 
meters that are allowed to differ. The added complications of the already substantial 
problem of estimating E, are likely to be aggravated by the fact that algorithm OPT in 
Section 2 is no longer optimal, under any ordering of waiting-job assignments. In 
particular, the example below shows that an optimal algorithm can no longer assign 
waiting jobs one at a time at just those epochs when waiting times expire or 
processors finish jobs. 
In the example, at time t = 0, there are three unfinished jobs; one is already assigned 
and the remaining two are still waiting. As before, running times are independent and 
exponentially distributed with mean 1. Let p1,p2 be the waiting-time parameters of 
the waiting jobs and assume that pL1 <p2. We show below that if ~1~ >$ and p2 is 
sufficiently large, depending on pi, then it is better to assign the (faster) p2-job to 
a new processor than to just proceed without assignments, as would OPT. 
Let E,(x) be the expected number of required processors, given that m processors 
are in use and that there is one waiting job with waiting-time parameter x>O. For 
m = 1,2, we require the formula 
E”‘(x)=&m+&(m+ l)= 
m2+(m+ 1)x 
m+x ’ 
(6.1) 
As is easily verified, E,(x) is an increasing function of x. Let Y1, P2 be the following 
two policies. 
9,: Assign a new processor to a waiting job only when a waiting time expires or 
a busy processor finishes its job. In the latter case, if the pi and p2-jobs are both 
waiting, replenish the processor with the y2-job. (As E,(x) is increasing in x, this is an 
optimal decision.) 
g2: Assign a new processor to the ,u2-job and then proceed, subsequently assigning 
the PI-job to a processor that finishes a job or to a third processor when IV, expires, 
whichever occurs first. 
Let 6,) 6T2 be the expected number of machines used under 8i, P2. We have 
&1= 
1 
l+Pl+P2 
EI(PI)+ ” 
l+Pl+P2 
Ezb2)+ p2 
l+P,+P2 
E2h) 
82 =E2bd. 
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Then F1 ~8~ if and only if 
1 
1 +A +P2 
El&)+ ” 
l+Pl+P2 
Ez (~2) 
P2 
E2W= 
l+Lh 
l+Pl+P2 l+Pl+P2 
E2W 
Multiplying by 1 +,u~ +p2 and using (6.1) gives 
1+2P1 4+3/k 4+3p1 
l+P1 +P1 2+p2 
>(l+A 2+P1 . 
In the limit ~~-00, (6.2) becomes 
1 +ah 4+3cl1 
1 +A 
+3A>(l+P1) 2+P1 . 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Elementary manipulations reduce (6.3) to /_L~ >a. Since lim,,, o. 4 + 3p2/2 + ,u2 = 3, 
(6.2) holds for ,ul >$ and p2 sufficiently large; under these circumstances .P2 is 
optimal. 
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